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Abstract: PT-symmetric quantum mechanics is an alternative formulation of 
quantum mechanics in which the mathematical axiom of Hermiticity 
(transpose and complex conjugate) is replaced by the physically transparent 
condition of space-time reflection symmetry (PT-symmetry). A Hamiltonian 
H is said to be PT-symmetric if it commutes with the operator PT. The key 
point of PT-symmetric quantum theory is to build a new positive definite 
inner product on the given Hilbert space so that the given Hamiltonian is 
Hermitian with respect to the new inner product.  
  The aim of this note is to give further mathematical discussions on this 
theory. Especially, concepts of PT-frames, CPT-frames on a Hilbert space 
and for a Hamiltonian are proposed, their existence and constructions are 
discussed.  
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1. Introduction 
It is well-known that in a classical quantum mechanics system, the time evolution of the system is 
described by the Schrödinger equation of a Hamiltonian H , which is a densely-defined 
Hermitian operator in the Hilbert space )(2 nLK F (where CRF , ). The Hermiticity of H  
ensures that the spectrum of H is real. It is remarkable that the Hermiticity of a Hamiltonian 
H is not necessary for the reality of the spectrum. Bender and Boettcher observed in [1] that the 
reality of spectrum of a Hamiltonian H  is due to PT symmetry of H . Since PT-symmetry 
theory has many really physical backgrounds and applications, it has been widely discussed and 
developed [2-16], and many conferences on this theory have been held. For more recent work on 
this topic, please refer to [17-25]. 
Mathematically, the parity P  and the time reversal T  are indeed the operators defined as 
follows. 
)(,)())((),())(( 2 nLfxfxTfxfxPf F ,           (1) 
where the bar means the complex conjugate and F  denotes the real field R , or complex field 
C . The canonical inner product on the Hilbert space )(2 nL F  is given by 
 n xxgxfgfgf F d)()(, . 
Clearly, P  is linear and T  is anti-linear (conjugate linear) satisfying 
TPPTITP  ,22 .                         (2) 
A Hamiltonian H  is said to be PT -symmetric if it commutes with PT , i.e.,  
0],[  PTHHPTPTH .                       (3) 
Since IPT 2)( , we see that PT -symmetry of H  is equivalent to 
HPTHPTH PT  )()(: .                       (4) 
  Every Hermitian Hamiltonian has real spectrum, but not every PT -symmetric Hamiltonian 
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has real spectrum. It was proved in [9] that if H  has unbroken PT -symmetry, then the 
eigenvalues of H  are all real. The key point of PT-symmetric quantum theory is to build a new 
positive definite inner product on the given Hilbert space so that the given Hamiltonian is 
Hermitian with respect to the new inner product. Hence, the Hilbert space in PT -symmetric 
quantum mechanics is formulated as a linear vector space with a dynamic inner product. 
The aim of this note is to give some further mathematical discussions on this theory. Especially, 
concepts of PT-frames, CPT-frames on a Hilbert space and for a Hamiltonian will be proposed 
and the existence and construction of CPT-frames should be discussed. 
 
2. PT-Frames and PT -symmetry 
In this section, based on the Bender’s idea, we will introduce and discuss the abstract 
PT -frames on a complex Hilbert space K  and the PT -symmetry of an operator H  in a 
Hilbert space. In what follows, we use A  to denote the Dirac adjoint of an operator A . Thus, 
A  is Hermitian if and only if  AA . 
  Definition 2.1. Let TP,  be continuous operators on a complex Hilbert space K  such that 
(1) P  is linear and not the identity operator I  and T  is conjugate linear; 
(2) ITP  22 , TPPT  . 
Then the pair },{ TP  is called a PT -frame on K . An operator KHDH )(:  is said to 
be PT -symmetric if it commutes with the operator PT . In this case, we also see that H  has 
PT -symmetry. 
Note that H  commutes with the operator PT  means that 
)())(( HDHDPT   and )(, HDxHPTxPTHx  .           (5) 
For a PT -frame on K  and an operator KHDKH  )(: , define PTHPTH PT  . 
Then H  is PT -symmetric if and only if HH PT  . Clearly, for every polynomial )(xp  
with real coefficients, the operator )(PTp  is PT -symmetric. For a linear subspace Y  of K , 
we use ),( KYPT  to denote the set of all PT -symmetric operators from Y  into K . Clearly, 
),( KYPT  is a real linear space, and ),(:)( KKPTKPT   is a real unital algebra. 
Let K  be a complex Hilbert space with an orthonormal basis 1}{ iie . Define 


655643342112
1
exexexexexexexP
i
ii ,  




11 i
ii
i
ii exexT , 
then },{ TP  is a PT -frame on K . This shows that every Hilbert space has always a 
PT -frame. Moreover, define operators KKKKTP :,  as follows:  
),(),(),,(),( yxyxTxyyxP  , KKyx  ),( , 
where Kexex
i
ii
i
ii   


 11
,  . Clearly,  



0
0
K
K
I
I
P , 


c
c
T
T
T
0
0
, where xxTc  . 
Then },{ TP  is a PT -frame on KK  . For any densely defined linear operator 
KHDKH  )(: , put  

 

 HH
H
H
H
0
0~
. 
Then THTPTHTPPTHPT  ~~~ , and so H~  is PT -symmetric if and only if HTHT ~~   
if and only if HTHT cc  . A similar argument is also valid for finite dimensional case. Thus, 
for every complex matrix nij MhH  ][ , the operator H~  is PT -symmetric on nn CC   
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if and only if H  is symmetric: ][][: ijji
t hhH  , where 



0
0
n
n
I
I
P , 


c
c
T
T
T
0
0
,  
with nI  is the nn  unit matrix and ),,,(),,,( 2121 nnc xxxxxxT   . 
Next result gives the spectral properties of a PT -symmetric operator. 
Recall that the resolvent )(H  and the spectrum )(H  of a densely defined linear 
operator KHDKH  )(:  are defined by  
)}()(:{)( 1 KBHIH K   F , )(\)( HH  F . 
 
Proposition 2.1. Let },{ TP be a PT -frame on K  and KHDKH  )(:  be densely 
defined. If H  has PT -symmetry, then  
(1) )()( HH   ; 
(2) )()( HH pp   . 
Proof.  Recall that the resolvent and the spectrum of KHDKH  )(:  are defined as 
follows: 
)}),(()(,)(:{)( 1 KHIRBHIKHIRH    C , )(\)( HH  C , 
where )),(( KHIRB   is the set of all bounded linear operators from )( HIR   into K . 
While the point spectrum )(Hp  of H  is defined as  
}}0{)ker(:{)(  HIHp  C , 
the set of all eigenvalues of H . 
Let )(H  . Then )),(()(,)( 1 KHIRBHIKHIR    . Since 
PTHIPTHI )(    and PT  is a conjugate linear homeomorphism from K  onto 
K , we see that KHIRHIR  )()(   and  
)),(()()( 11 KHIRBPTHIPTHI    . 
This shows that )(H  . So, )()( HH   , and then )()( HH   . 
Also, it follows from PTHIPTHI )(   that )ker()ker( HIHI   . Hence, 
)()( HH pp   . The proof is completed. 
From Proposition 2.1, we know that the spectrum of PT -symmetric operator is necessarily 
real. See proposition 2.3 below. 
Definition 2.2. Let },{ TP  be a PT -frame on K  and KHDKH  )(: . If H  is 
PT -symmetric and every eigenstate of H  is also an eigenstate of PT , then we say that the 
PT -symmetry of H  is unbroken, or H  has unbroken PT -symmetry. 
Proposition 2.2. If H  has unbroken PT -symmetry, then the eigenvalues of H  are all real. 
  Proof. Let a  be any eigenvalue of H  with eigenstate 0f . Then afHf  . Thus, the 
PT -symmetry of H  implies that 
PTfaPTHfHPTf  .                        (10) 
Since the vector f  is also an eigenstate of PT , there exists a complex numberb  such that 
bfPTf  . By (10), we have bfaPTfaHPTfabf  . Since 0b  and 0f , aa  . 
This shows that a  is real. The proof is completed. 
Generally, we see from the proof above that when H  has unbroken PT -symmetry, if an 
eigenvalue a  of H  has an eigenstate which is also an eigenstate of PT , then a  must be 
real. 
Proposition 2.3. Let 
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),,,( C


 dcba
dc
ba
H ， 



01
10
P , 






y
x
y
x
T . 
Then },{ TP  is a PT -frame on 2C , and the following conclusions are valid.  
(1) 



dc
ba
HTHT : (complex conjugate). 
(2) tt THTHH )()(:  ( t  denotes the transpose of a matrix)； tT HTTHH  : . 
(3) ),( R


  da
db
ba
HTHTHTHTHHH T . 
(4) 



db
ba
HHHHH tT . 
(5) HH PT  



ab
ba
HPHPH . 
(6)  HHH PT )( R


 a
ab
ba
H . 
(7) TPT HHHH   ),( R


 ba
ab
ba
H . 
Consider the following matrices: 




32
21
1H , 





i12i
2ii1
2H , 



 32i
2i1
3H . 
From Definition 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, we know that with respect to the PT -frame },{ TP  
given by Proposition 2.4: 
(1)  A real symmetric matrix is not necessarily PT -symmetric, e.g., 1H . 
(2)  A PT -symmetric matrix is not necessarily symmetric, e.g., 2H . 
(3)  A Hermitian matrix is not necessarily PT -symmetric, e.g., 3H . 
Example 2.1. Let },{ TP  be the PT -frame given by Proposition 2.2 and  



  

i
i
e
e
rs
sr
H ,                            (11) 
where ,, sr  are nonzero real numbers. It is easy to check that H  is PT -symmetric and 
non-Hermitian.  
When 1|sin/|  sr , H  has two real eigenvalues: 
 coscos srE  (  sin/sin  sr ), 
with the corresponding eigenstates  , where  









  2/i
2/-i
2/i
2/i
e
e
2
1,
e
e
2
1




 . 
Clearly,   PT  and so H  has unbroken PT -symmetry. 
When 1|sin/|  sr , H  has two non-real eigenvalues: 
222 sinicos srrE   . 
Thus, H  has no unbroken PT -symmetry. 
  Example 2.2. Let 
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















 
100
001
010
,
00
0e
0e
i
i
P
a
rs
sr
H θ

，

















z
y
x
z
y
x
T , 
where ,, sr  and a  are nonzero real numbers. It is easy to check that },{ TP becomes a 
PT -frame on 3C and H  is PT -symmetric and non-Hermitian. When 1|sin/|  sr , H  
has three real eigenvalues: 
a  and  coscos srE  (  sin/sin  sr ), 
with the corresponding eigenstates a  and  , where 









1
0
0
a , 






















0
e
e
2
1,
0
e
e
2
1 /2i
/2i
/2i
/2i




 . 
Clearly, aaPT    and   PT , and so H  has unbroken PT -symmetry.  
When 1|sin/|  sr , H  has a real eigenvalue a  and two non-real eigenvalues: 
222 sinicos srrE   . 
Thus, H  has no unbroken PT -symmetry. 
  Example 2.3. Let 













2
2
2
1
i
22
2
i
2
i
21
1
i
1
e00
e00
00e
00e
θ
θ
θ
θ
rs
sr
rs
sr
H , 











0100
1000
0001
0010
P , 





















u
z
y
x
u
z
y
x
T ,     (12) 
Where kkk sr ,, are nonzero real numbers. It is easy to check that },{ TP  becomes a 
PT -frame on 4C  and H  is PT -symmetric and non-Hermitian. It can be computed that when  
)2,1(1|sin/|  ksr kkk   , H  has four real eigenvalues: 
kkkk
k srE  coscos  ( kkkk sr  sin/sin  ),  
with the corresponding eigenstates 2211 ,,,   , where  


























0
0
e
e
2
1,
0
0
e
e
2
1 /2i
/2i
1
/2i
/2i
1
1
1
1
1




 ,  






















 


/2i
/2i
2
/2i
/2i
2
2
2
2
2
e
e
0
0
2
1,
e
e
0
0
2
1



  . 
Since kkPT    )2,1( k , H  has unbroken PT -symmetry.  
When 1|sin/| 111  sr ,  or 1|sin/| 222  sr , H  has two non-real eigenvalues: 
2
11
22
111
1 sinicos srrE   , or  
2
22
22
222
2 sinicos srrE   . 
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Thus, H  has no unbroken PT -symmetry. 
Example 2.4. Let  



  k
k
kk
kk
k rs
sr
H 

i
i
e
e
, 



01
10
kP , 






y
x
y
x
Tk ,            (13) 
where kkk sr ,, are nonzero real numbers ( ,2,1k ) such that the sequences }{ kr  and }{ ks  
are bounded. Put  
kkkkkk
TTPPHH







111
,, . 
Then PH ,  are bounded linear operators on the Hilbert space: 
}||),(:),,,,{()(
1
2
21
22   k kkn xkxxxx CN   
while T  is a bounded conjugate linear operator on the same space satisfying 
PTHHPTTPPTITP  ,,22 . 
Clearly, },{ TP  becomes a PT -frame on 2  and H is PT -symmetric. 
From Example 2.1, we see that when ),2,1(1|sin/|  ksr kkk  , H  has real 
eigenvalues:  ,,,,,,, 2211 nn EEEEEE  , where kkkkk srE  coscos   and 
kkkk sr  sin/sin  , with the corresponding eigenvalues:  ,,,,,,, 2211 nn   , 
where  
,
),,0,,0,0,0,,0,0,,0,0(
),,0,,0,0,0,,0,0,,0,0(
),,0,,0,0,0,,0,0(
),,0,,0,0,0,,0,0(
),,0,,0,0,0,(
),,0,,0,0,0,(
)1(2
)1(2
22
22
11
11












n
n
n
n
n
n






















 
where 
   /2i/2i/2i/2i kkkk e,e
2
1,e,e
2
1     kk . 
Clearly,  ,,,,,,, 2211 nn    are eigenstates of PT  for eigenvalues 
 ,1,1,,1,1,1,1  . 
Hence, H  has unbroken PT -symmetry. In the case where 1|sin/|  kkk sr   for some k , 
H  has two non-real eigenvalues: 
222 sinicos kkkkk
k srrE   . 
Therefore, H  has no unbroken PT -symmetry. 
Example 2.5. For every )(2 2RLf  , define  
),(),)((),,(),)(( yxfyxTfyxfyxPf  , 
),(),)((),,(),)(( 21 yxfyxfPyxfyxfP  . 
Then TPPTkTPTPIPTIP kkk  ),2,1(,, 222  and so the pairs },{ TP  and 
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)2,1}(,{ kTPk  are all PT -frames on )(2 2RL . Clearly, 1221: PPPPP  . It is easy to see 
that the Hamiltonian  
)(ˆˆi)ˆˆ(
2
1)ˆˆ(
2
1 332222 R  yxyxqpH  
is both TP1 -symmetric and TP2 -symmetric, but not PT -symmetric. 
Example 2.6. For every )( 32 RLf  , define  
.),,(),,)((),,,(),,)((
),,,(),,)((),,,(),,)((
),,,(),,)((),,,(),,)((
4
32
1
zyxfzyxTfzyxfzyxfP
zyxfzyxfPzyxfzyxfP
zyxfzyxfPzyxfzyxPf



 
Then the pairs },{ TP and )4,3,2,1}(,{ kTPk  are all PT -frames on )( 32 RL . Clearly, 
312123321 PPPPPPPPPP  . It is easy to see that the Hamiltonian  
)(ˆˆˆi)ˆˆˆ(
2
1)ˆˆˆ(
2
1 333222222 R  zyxzyxrqpH  
is both PT -symmetric and )3,2,1( kTPk -symmetric, but not TP4 -symmetric since 
HTPTPH  44 . 
 
3. CPT-Frames 
In this section, based on the Bender’s idea [9], we will introduce and discuss the abstract 
CPT -frames on a complex Hilbert space K  and for an operator H  in a Hilbert space.  
Definition 3.1. Let },{ TP  be a PT -frame on a Hilbert space K , and C  a linear operator 
on K  such that 
(1) TPCCPT  , IC 2 ； 
(2) PC  is positive definite with respective to the inner product ,  on K , i.e., 
)(0, KxxPCx  ; 00,  xxPCx . 
Then the triple },,{ TPC  is said to be a CPT -frame on K . If in addition, C  commutes with 
KHDKH  )(: ，then the triple },,{ TPC  is said to be a CPT -frame for H . 
  Proposition 3.1.  Let },,{ TPC  be a CPT -frame on K .  
(1) The formula 
KCPT
PC  ,,   defines a positive definite inner product on K , 
called a CPT -inner product on K . Moreo0ver, the norm 
CPT
  induced by this new inner 
product satisfies 
KPCCP
CPT
  ,2/12/1 . 
(2) With respect to CPT -product, the adjoint operator of a densely defined linear 
operator KADKA  )(:  is )()( 1 PCAPCACPT  , where A  denotes the usual 
adjoint of A  with respect to the original inner product ,  on K . 
(3) )()( 1 CPTACPTA TCPT  ，where TTAAT : (called the transpose of A ). 
(4) PCAPCAAACPT  ；when AA  , 0],[  PCAAACPT . 
(5)  When AAT  , 0],[  CPTAAACPT . 
(6) If },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for a PT -symmetric operator KKH :  and 
2/12/1 )()(  PCHPCh , then hh   if and only if H  is symmetric ( i.e., HH T  ) if and 
only if H  is CPT -Hermitian, i.e., HH CPT  . 
Proof. (1) Clearly. )(),( ADAD CPT   , we compute that 
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.,)(,
,,,
1
CPTK
KCPTCPT
CPT
PCAPCPCA
APCAA


 

 
So, )()( 1 PCAPCACPT   and (2) follows. Since TTAAT  and IT 2 , we see 
TTAA T  and then (2) implies that 
)()()()()()( 111 CPTACPTTPCAPCTPCTTAPCA TTTCPT   . 
Conclusions (4) and (5) can be obtained by (2) and (3), respectively. To see (6), we note that 
HH PT   implies that PHPTHT  . Thus, HH T   if and only if PHPH  . Since 
PCPC )( , CHHCCCPP   ,, 11 , we get  
.))(()()()()()(
,)()(
2/12/12/112/1
2/12/1
PCPHPPCPCPCHPCPCh
PCHPCh




 
Hence, hh   if and only if PHPH   if and only if HH T  . By (1), we see that  
HH CPT   TTT HHCPTHCPTHCPTHHCPT  )()()()( . 
The proof is completed. 
Corollary 3.1. Let operators TP,  be as in Eqn. (1) and },,{ TPC  a CPT -frame for a 
PT -symmetric operator )()(: 2 nLHDH F . Then 
 n xxxPC CPTLCPT F d)()(:, 2   (  CPTCPT : ),        (14) 
H  is CPT -Hermitian  if and only if H  is symmetric ( HTTHH T  : ),  and in that 
case, H is similar to the operator 2/12/1 )()(  PCHPCh  with hh  , while different 
eigenvalues nE  of H  have CPT -orthogonal eigenstates n . 
Corollary 3.2.  Let },,{ TPC  be a CPT  on nC , where 
*  trT  (complex conjugate), nC  , . 
Define PC
CPT
   and 
CPTCPT
PC  2,,  , then  
(1) 
CPT
,  is a positive definite inner product on nC . 
(2) The adjoint of a matrix (as an operator) nnA CC :  with respect to 
CPT
,  is  
)()( 1 PCAPCACPT  , where TAA )( . 
(3) trT ATTAA  : , )()( 1 CPTACPTA trCPT  . 
(4) PCAPCAAACPT  ；when AA  , 0],[  PCAAACPT . 
(5) When AAT  , 0],[  CPTAAACPT . 
(6) If )(CnMH   is symmetric ( HH T  ) and PT -symmetric such that CHHC  , 
then H  is CPT -Hermitian and similar to Hermitian matrix 2/12/1 )()(  PCHPCh . 
To discuss the existence of CPT -frames on )(2 nL F , we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let nf  be Lebesgue measurable functions on 
nE R ( ,2,01n ) with 
 

xxf
E
n
n d|)(|
0
. Then the series 
0
)(
n
n xf  is almost everywhere convergent on E  and 
its sum function is Lebesgue integrable on E with 
  




00
d)(d)(
n
E nE
n
n xxfxxf . 
  Theorem 3.2. Let TP,  be as in Eqn. (1) and C a bounded linear operator on )(2 nL F  
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defined by 
 n yyyxcxC F d)(),())((  ,                     (15) 
where ),( yxc  is an integral kernel. Then  
(1) CPTPTC   if and only if   nyxeayxcyxc F ,..),,(),( * . 
(2) IC 2  if and only if )(,d)(),()( 2 nLyyyzfz
n
F
F
    and nzea F ..  
where 
 n xxzcyxcyzf F d),(),(),( . 
  (3) If Nnn}{  is an orthonormal basis for )(2 nL F  with )()()( xxx nnn    for all 
n  and all Ex  such that 
0 1n
n , and 


0
)()(),(
n
nn yxyxc  , then },,{ TPC  is 
a CPT -frame on )(2 nL F .  
Proof. (1) By Eqn. (15), we compute that )(2 nL F ,  
         nn yyyxcyyyxcxPTC FF d)(),(d)(),())(( ****  ,  
and 
   n yyyxcxCPT F d)(),())(( * . 
Thus, CPTPTC   if and only if  
     n yyyxcF d)(),( **    n yyyxcF d)(),( *  ( )(2 nL F , a.e. nx F ) 
if and only if   nyxeayxcyxc F ,..),,(),( * . 
(2) )(2 nL F , we have  n yyyxcxC F d)(),())((   and so 
,d),()(                
d),(),(d)(                
d)(),(),(d))(( 2
yyzfy
xyxcxzcyy
yyyxcxzcxzC
n
n n
n n

 
 



F
F F
F F



 
where .d),(),(),( xyxcxzcyzf
n F Hence,  
IC 2  if and only if )())(( 2 zzC   , nn zeaL FF  ..),(2 . 
The later is equivalent to  
)(,d)(),()( 2 nLyyyzfz
n
F
F
   , nzea F .. . 
(3) )(2 nL F , the condition that 
0 1n
n  yields that 
  


 0 210
 dd|)()()(|
n
n
n
nn xyyyxn n F F . 
Thus,  
n
n
nn xeayyyxn FF 


..,d|)()()(|
0
 . 
Lemma 3.1 implies that, nxea F .. ,  
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  




00
)(, d)()()( d)(),())((
n
nn
n
nn xyyyxyyyxcxC nn  FF    (16) 
is valid. Since )(2 nL F , we have 
               ,0                   
d)()(                   
d)]()([d)()(                   
 d))()((d)()(                   
d))()((d)()(                   
dd)())()(()(                   
dd)())()(,(                   
d)())((                   
d)())((,
2
0
*
0
*
0
*
0
*
0
*
2










 
 
 
 
 












n
n n
n n
n n
n n
n n
n
n
xxx
yyyxxx
yyyxxx
yyyxxx
yxxyyx
yxxyyxc
xxxCTP
xxxTPCPC
n
n
nn
n
nn
n
nn
n
nn
n
L
F
F F
F F
F F
F F
F F
F
F








 
we see that PC  is positive. On the other hand, 
2
0
2
0
22 ,d)()(, LnnnnL n
xxxPC  



 F , 
this implies that 0, 2 LPC   if and only if )(0, 2 nLn   if and only if 0  
since )(}span{ 2 nNnn L F . Now, we have proved that PC  positive definite. By using the 
assumption that  *)()()( xxx nnn   , we get that  
mPTCCPTCTP mmm  , . 
and so )(, 2 nLPTCCPTCTP F  . That is, 0],[ PTC . Since Nnn}{  
is an orthonormal basis for )(2 nL F , Eqn. (16) implies that   
 nnn
C ,
0
 for all 
)(2 nL F . So, IC  . The proof is completed. 
Next theorem is about the existence of a CPT -frame for an unbroken PT -symmetric 
Hamiltonian. 
Theorem 3.3. Let TP,  be as in Eqn. (1), )(2 RLM  , and H  be a linear operator on 
M  and have unbroken PT -symmetry, whose normalized eigenstates }{ n  generates M . 
Then there exist Rnn E,  such that nn n   2/ie:  satisfy nnPT    and nnn EH    
for all n . If in addition, 
  R nmnnmnm xxx ,)1(d)()(:),(  ,  10 nn  ,           (17) 
then  
(1) The function )()(),(
0
yxyxc nn
n


  is a.e. defined on 2R  and measurable. 
(2) The formula  
 R yyyxcxC d)(),())((                      (18) 
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defines a linear operator C  on M . 
(3) The triple },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for the operator H  and the eigenstates Nnn}{  
are CPT -orthonormal. 
  Proof. Since n ’s are eigenstates of H , there are constants such that nnn EH   . The 
unbroken PT -symmetry of H  implies that there are constants nc  such that nnn cPT   . 
The fact that IPT 2)(  implies that 1nc . Thus, there exists Rn  such that nnc ie . 
Clearly, nn n   2/ie:  satisfies nnPT    and nnn EH   . Proposition 2.1 implies that 
nE  are all real.  
(1)  The condition 
 10 nn
  ensures 

2
10
n
n
 , and then 
   




  210200 d|)(|dd|)()(|2 nnnnnnn xxyxyx  RR . 
This shows that series )()(
0
yx nn
n


  is convergent almost everywhere on 2R  and therefore 
its sum function ),( yxc  is a.e. defined and measurable on 2R .   
(2)  Let M . Then by 
 10 nn
 , we have 
. d|)()(|d|)(|d|)(),(|d
0
21
0
   


 n
nn
n
n yyyxxyyyxcx  RRR R  
Thus, R
R
 xeayyyxc ..,d|)(),(|  . This shows that the function C  in (18) is 
well-defined on R . Since  
, dd|)()()(|
0
21
0
  


 n
n
n
nn xyyyx R R  
we get that R
R


xeayyyx
n
nn ..,d|)()()(|
0
 . Therefore, Lemma 3.1 yields that 
.d)()()(d)()()(d)(),())((
00
  




n
nn
n
nn yyyxyyyxyyyxcxC RRR   
Especially, when k  , (17) ensures that 
,..),()1(d)()()())((
0
R
R
 

xeaxyyyxxC k
k
n
knnk   
Thus, ),2,1,0()1(  kC kkk  . This shows that the formula (18) defines an linear 
operator C  on M .  
(3) m , we compute from (2) that 
mm
m
m
m
m
m
m CCC   22 )1()1()1( , 
mmm
m
m
m
m CHEHHC   )1()1( , 
mmm
m
m
m
m CPTCPTPTC   )1()1()( . 
Since Mnn N}{span  , we have MIC 2 , CHHC  , and PTCCPT  . Since   
M , we compute that 
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 
 
0.                 
)()(                 
)()()()(                 
)()()()(                 
)()()()(                 
)())((,
2
*
*








 
 
  
  

n
n
n
n
n
n
nn
n
nn
dxxx
dxxxdyyy
dxxxTPdyyy
dxxdyyyxTP
dxxxTPCPC





R
RR
R R
R R
R
 
Thus, we conclude that PC  is positive. Let 0 , PC . Then for every n , we obtain that 
 Pdxxxdxxxdxxx nnnn ,)())(()()()()(0 *   RRR . 
It follows from Mnn N}{span   that 0P , i.e., 0 . This shows that },,{ TPC  is 
CPT  for H . Moreover, since nnPT   , nnnC  )1( , we have  
.                  
)()()1(                  
)())((                  
)())((                  
)())((                  
,,
,
2
nm
nm
m
nm
nm
nm
LnmCPTnm
dxxx
dxxxC
dxxxCTP
dxxxTPC
PC
















R
R
R
R
 
So, the eigenstates }{ n  are CPT -orthonormal. This completes the proof.  
  In the finite dimensional case, we have the following. 
Theorem 3.4. Let },{ TP  be a PT -frame on a finite dimensional Hilbert space  ,,M , 
H  a linear operator on M  having unbroken PT -symmetry. Then H  has eigenstates 
),,2,1( dnn   where Md dim satisfying nnPT   , nnn EH   ),,2,1( dn  . 
If in addition, Mdnn  },,2,1:{span  , and 




 d
n
nn
n
d
n
nn ccC
11
)1(  , ddccc C ),,,( 21  ,         (19) 
then },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for H satisfying nmCPTnm ,,   ),,2,1,( dnm   if 
and only if  
),,2,1,()1(,:),( , dnmP nm
m
Mnmnm
  .         (20) 
  Proof. Similar to the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3, we see that H  has eigenstates 
),,2,1( dnn   satisfying nnPT   , nnn EH   ),,2,1( dn  . Next, we assume that 
Mdnn  },,2,1:{span  . Then the formula defines a linear operator C  on M  with 
n
n
nC  )1( ),,2,1( dn  . 
Suppose that },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for H  satisfying nmCPTnm ,,   . Then for 
all dnm ,,2,1,  ,  we have 
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nm
m
CPTnm
m
Mnm
m
Mnm
m
Mnm
PCCPP ,)1(,)1(,)1(,)1(,   . 
Conversely, we suppose that (20) holds. Since Mdnn  },,2,1:{span   and  
nnPT   ， nnn EH   ， nnnC  )1( ),,2,1( dn  , 
we get that CHHC  , CPTPTC   and MIC 2 . For every Mxx
d
n
nn 
1
 , Eqn. (20) 
implies that  
0||)1()1(,)1(,
1
2
1,
,
*
1,
*  

d
n
n
d
nm
nm
mn
mn
d
nm
Mmn
n
mnM
xxxPxxxPCx  . 
So, PC  is a positive definite operator on M . Hence, },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for H . 
Moreover, 
nm
m
MnmMnm
m
CPTnm
m PPC ,)1(,,)1(,)1(   . 
Thus, nmCPTnm ,,   . The proof is completed. 
Remark 3.1. Under conditions of Theorem 3.4, if the operator H  is symmetric, i.e., 
HTTHH T  : , then from the reality of nE  we get that 
).,(,,,
,,),(
nmnMnmnMnmMnm
MnmMnmmnmm
EPEHPPH
PHPEE




  
Hence, 0),( nm   whenever nm EE  .  
Next example is an application of Theorem 3.4.  
Example 3.1.  Let PTH ,,  be as in Example 2.1 with 222 sinrs  . Then H  has 
eigenvalues  coscos srE   with corresponding eigenstates 











 2/i
2/i
2/i
2/i
e
e
cos2
1,
e
e
cos2
1




 . 
Clearly,   PT  and so H  has unbroken PT -symmetry. Obviously,  
      0 ,1
cos2
1 ii    
 TT ee . 
Put    ,i , then },{    is a basis for 2C  satisfying 
  PT ,    EH ,     1,    TTTPP . 
It follows from Theorem 3.4 that the operator: 
22: CC C ,      aaaaC ,  
gives a CPT -frame },,{ TPC  for H  such that },{    is an orthonormal basis for the 
Hilbert space  
CPT
,,2C . Since   C , we see that  
tt
CPTCPT
C    , 
where    TT
CPT
CPTPC    . An easy computation shows that 








 



sini1
1sini
cos
1
tanisec
sectani
C .          (21) 
This is just the C operator obtained in [9]. Lastly, since H  is both symmetric and 
PT -symmetric, Corollary 3.2(6) implies that H  is CPT -Hermitian: HH CPT   and similar 
to the Hermitian matrix 2/12/1 )()(  PCHPCh . Moreover, under basis },{   , the 
CPT-Frames for PT-symmetric Hamiltonians 
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operators CH ,  have the following matrix representations: 





E
E
0
0
, 



10
01
. 
The following can be checked easily. 
Theorem 3.4. Let },,{ iii TPC  be a iii TPC -frame on Hilbert space iK  for 2,1i , and  
21212121 ,,, KKKTTTPPPCCC  . 
Then  
(1) },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame on the Hilbert space K .  
(2) If in addition, },,{ iii TPC ( 2,1i ) is a iii TPC -frame for operator iH  on iK , 
respectively, then },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for the operator 21: HHH   on K . 
(3) If iH  is iiTP -symmetric )2,1( i , then 21: HHH   is PT -symmetric. 
  Example 3.2. Let 



  1
1
i
11
1
i
1
1 e
e


rs
sr
H , 


  2
2
i
22
2
i
2
2 e
e


rs
sr
H ,  




01
10
21 PP , 






y
x
y
x
Tk )2,1( k , 








 22
22
2
11
11
1 tanisec
sectani
,
tanisec
sectani




CC , 
where kkk sr ,,  are nonzero real numbers satisfying kkkk sr  sin/sin  （ 2/||  k ）. 
Define the following operators on 22 CC  ： 
21212121 ,,, CCCTTTPPPHHH  . 
From Example 2.1 and Theorem 2.5, we see that },,{ TPC  is a CPT -frame for H . Moreover, 
H  is PT -symmetric. Since H  has four eigenvalues: 
21212121 ,,,  EEEEEEEE (
kE  as in Example 2.3), 
the corresponding eigenstates are as follows: 
21212121 ,,,    ,  
( k  as in Example 2.3) which are the eigenstates of PT  for eigenvalues 1,1,1,1  . Hence, 
H  has unbroken PT -symmetry. Clearly, H  is symmetric, and so CPT -Hermitian 
(Corollary 3.2(6)).  
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